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(57) Abstract

A system for remote operation of a hardware device by a client computer (54), comprising: a server computer for being connected

to the hardware device, the server being connected to the client computer through a network (48); and a driver (52) for communicating

with the hardware device, the driver being operated by Ae server computer and a remote server (44) for communicating widi die driver

and the client computer, the remote server being q)crated by the server computer, such diat the client computer is able to communicate

wtdi die hardware device dirough the remote server and a legacy application for being operated by the client computer, such that the legacy

application (48) only conununicates indirectly widi die remote server and a legacy driver (56) for being operated by the client computer

and interacting directly with the legacy application.
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A METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR OPERATING DISTTUBUTED HARDWARE DEVICES REMOTELY ON A NETWORK
ACROSS DIFFERENT PLATFORMS

FIELD AND BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a system and method for remote operation of

5 hardware devices and, more specifically, to a system and a method which enables

distributed hardware devices to be browsed, operated and managed on a network

across platforms.

Networks are able to provide a connection for many different types of

computers being operated by different operating systems. Such networks are useful

10 for communication between computers, for example with electronic mail.

However, networks also enable distributed resources to be available to remote users.

For example, disk storage could be provided on one server computer but then

accessed by a plurality of remote client computers. Such distribution of resources

can be very useful for corporate networks, enabling two remote users to examine

15 files without requiring local copies of these files to be available, for example.

For the UNIX operating system, hardware devices can be mounted for local

operation by a remote computer. For example, a coniputer being operated

according to the UNOK operating system could mount a tape backup device attached

to a remote computer through the network. The local computer could then control

20 the operation of the remote tape backup device. Such functionality is particularly

useful when each computer of a group on a network has attached disk storage space

which must be backed up. Rath^ than purchase and install a separate tape backup

device for each computer, the group of con^)uters being operated according to the

UNDC operating system could share one such device. Thus, the ability to share

25 hardware devices across a network is clearly desirable.

Unfortunately, one of the most popular operating systems, the Windows™

group of related operating systems for the PC (personal computer) computer as well

as other operating systems, does not enable hardware devices to be operated by

remote conqjuters. Furthermore, there is no standard way for clients that run one

30 operating system to access hardware on another operating system. Continuing with

the example of the tape backup device, a remote computer being operated according
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to one of this group of operating systems would not be able to operate the tape

backup device as though the device were directly attached to the remote computer.

Thus, a separate tape backup device would be required for local operation.

The current inability of available operating systems to permit sharing of

5 hardware devices across a network results in duplication of hardware resources,

even for such infrequently used devices as a tape backup device. Furthermore,

adding a new hardware device to a computer can also be difficult, since frequently a

new serial port must be added to the computer in order to conununicate with the

new device. Thus, the duplication of hardware resources is highly inefficient and

10 inconvenient, particularly for organizations with large networks of many computers.

A far more convenient and efficient system would enable many different

computers on a network to share remote hardware resources, such as tape backup

devices, as though these devices were direcdy attached to the local computer. Such

a system would sharply reduce or eliminate duplication of hardware resources, and

15 simplify administration and operation of these resources. In addition, such a system

would enable embedded platforms, such as a smart-card device being operated

according to the Windows CE™ operating system or another embedded operating

system, to interact with remote computers and server as hardware servers for other

computers. Unfortunately, such a system for sharing hardware resources across a

20 network is not currently available.

There is therefore a need for, and it would be useful to have, a method and a

system for sharing hardware resources across a network and across operating

systems, so that remote computers could share hardware devices as though these

devices were directly attached to the remote computer.

25

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

According to the present invention, there is provided a system for remote

operation of a hardware device by a client computer, comprising: (a) a server

computer for being connected to the hardware device, the s^er computer being

30 connected to the client con^uter through a network; (b) a driver for communicating
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with the hardware device, the driver being operated by the server computer; and (c)

a remote server for communicating with the driver and the client computer, the

remote server being operated by the server computer, such that the client computer

is able to communicate with the hardware device through the remote server.

5 Preferably, the system further includes a plurality of client computers,

wherein the remote server is able to cache data fix)m the hardware device and to

provide the data to each of the pluraUty of client computers individually, such that

substantially all of the plurality of client computes are able to receive substantially

the same data. Also preferably, the client computer is operated according to a 32-bit

10 version of a Windows™ operating system. More preferably, the operating system

for tiie client computer is each individually selected from the group consisting of

Windows95™, Windows CE™, Windows NT™ and Windows98™. The server

computer is preferably operated by a multitiu-eaded operating system that supports

TCP/IP. Alternatively and preferably, one of the server computer and the client

15 con^uter is operated according to a Java-VM operating system.

According to preferred embodiments of the present invention, die remote

server and the client computer are capable of communication according to the

TCP/IP suite of protocols-

According to other preferred embodiments of the present invention, the

20 remote server and the client con^)uter communicate according to different

communication protocols, and the system further includes: (d) a proxy module for

delating between die remote saver and die client computer, such that the remote

server and the client computCT are able to communicate. PrefCTably, the jwoxy

module further transforms a data format for the remote server and the client

25 computer, such that the remote server and the client computer are able to exchange

data.

According to still other preferred embodiments of the present invention, the

system further includes (d) a legacy appUcation for being operated by the client

computer, such that the legacy appUcation only communicates indirectiy with die

30 remote server; (e) a legacy driver for being operated by die cUent computer and for
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interacting direcUy with the legacy application; and (f) a client service module for

being operated by the client computer and for conununicating with the legacy

driver, the client service niodule communicating with the remote server, such that

the legacy ^plication is able to interact with the hardware device through the

5 legacy driver, the cUent service module and the remote server.

Preferably, the remote server and the client service module communicate

according to different communication protocols, the system further comprising: (g)

a proxy module for translating between the remote server and the client service

module, such tiiat the remote server and the client service module are able to

10 communicate. More preferably, the proxy module transforms a data format between

the legacy application and the remote server, such that the legacy application and

the remote server are able to exchange data.

Alternatively and preferably, the remote server and the client service module

communicate according to substantially the same conmiunication protocol.

15 According to still other preferred embodiments of the present invention, the

system further includes (g) a vutual bus driver, the virtual bus driver enabling the

legacy driver and the client service module to communicate; and (h) a remote class

module, the remote class module registering the hardware device with the remote

SCTver, Preferably, the client computer and the server computer are being operated

20 according to an OnNow enabled operating system.

According to another embodiment of the present invention, there is provided

a system for management of a plurality of remote hardware devices, the system

con^irising: (a) a plurality of server computers, each of the server computers being

connected to at least one of the plurality of remote hardware devices; (b) a plurality

25 of server modules, each of the plurality of server modules being run by one of the

server computers; (c) a plurality of client computers, each of the client computers

interacting with the server computers through the server modules; (d) a plurality of

management modules for managing an interaction of the client computers and the

servCT modules; and (e) a name server for registering information regarding the

30 server modules and providing the information to the management modules.
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Preferably, the information includes a location of a server computer upon receipt of

a browsing request. Also preferably, the information includes at least one attribute

of the hardware devices. More preferably, the information includes a description of

the hardware devices.

5 Hereinafter, the term "network" refers to a connection between any two

computers which permits the transmission of data. Hereinafter, the term "computer"

includes, but is not limited to, personal computers (PC) having an operatmg system

such as DOS, Windows™, OS/2™ or; Macintosh™ computers; computers having

JAVA™-OS as the operating system; and graphical workstations such as the

10 computers of Sim Microsystems ™ and Silicon Graphics™, and other computers

having some version of the UNIX operating system such as AIX or SOLARIS™ of

Sun Microsystems™; or any other known and available operating system.

Hereinafter, the term **Windows™" includes but is not limited to Windows95™,

Windows 3.x™ in which "x" is an integer such as "1", Windows NT™,

15 Windows98™, Windows CE^ and any upgraded versioiis of these operating

systems by Microsoft Inc. (Seattle, Washington, USA). Hereinafter, die terms "PC*

or 'TC computer" refer to computers having an operating system such as DOS,

Windows™, OS/2™ or Linux. Hereinafter, die term "netPC" includes, but is not

limited to, a computer having JAVA™-OS or Java-VM as the operating system.

20 Hereinafter, the terms '^Embedded platform" refer to computers having an

embedded operating system such as 'Windows CE", pSOS, QNX or any other

embedded operating system.

For the present invention, a software application could be written in

substantially any suitable programming language, which could easily be selected by

25 one of ordinary skill in the art The progranmiing language chosen should be

conq)atible with the computing platform according to which the software

application is executed. Examples of suitable programming, languages include, but

are not limited to, C, C++ and Java,

In addition, the present invention could be implemented as software,

30 firmware, or hardware or as a combination thereof. For any of these
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implementations, the functional steps performed by the method could be described

as a plurality of instructions performed by a data processor.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

5 The foregoing and other objects, aspects and advantages will be better

understood from the following detailed description of a preferred embodiment of

the invention with reference to the drawings, wherein:

FIG. 1 is a schematic illustration of a prior art system for operating a

hardware device;

10 FIG. 2 is a schematic illustration of a native system for remote operation of

hardware according to the present invention;

FIG. 3 is a schematic illustration of the system of Figure 2 with a proxy

according to the present invention;

HG. 4 is a schematic illustration of a legacy system for remote operation of

15 hardware according to the present invention;

HG. 5 is a schematic illustration of the system of Figure 4 with a proxy

according to the present invention;

FIG. 6 is a schematic illustration of a virtual bus system for remote operation

of hardware according to the present invention; and

20 FIG. 7 is a schematic illustration of a management system for remote

operation of hardware according to the present invention.

DFTAn FO DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The present invention is of a method and a system to administ^, browse and

25 operate a remote hardware device over a network by a local computer as though the

remote hardware device is directiy attached to the local computer.

The principles and operation of a method and a system for remote operation

of a hardware device according to the present invention may be better understood

with reference to the drawings and the accompanying description, it being

30 undCTStood that these drawings are given for illustrative purposes only and are not
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meant to be limiting.

Although the following description will center upon the implementation of

the present invention with the Windows™ operating systems and various features of

these operating systems, it is understood that this is for the purposes of discussion

5 only and is not meant to be limiting in any way. In particular, the present inventipn

is intended to be adaptable to many different operating systems, as well as for cross-

platform operation, such that computers being operated according to different

operating systems are able to interact according to the present invention.

Referring now to the drawings. Figure 1 depicts the currently available prior

10 art system for operation of a hardware device. A prior art system 10 features a local

computer 12, which could be a PC or netPC computer, for example. Local

computer 12 has a hardware device 14 directly attached. Hardware device 14 could

be a tape backup device, for example. The operation of hardware device 14 is

controlled by a software application 16, which communicates with hardware device

15 14 through a driver 18. Software application 16, driver 18 and hardware device 14

are all operated through local computer 12. Local computer 12 controls the

operation of hardware device 14, such that any communication with or instructions

to hardware device 14 can only be given by local computer 12. Thus, even if local

computer 12 was connected to another, remote computer through a network (not

20 shown), the remote computer would still not be able to control the operation of

hardware device 14, which is clearly a disadvantage of prior art system 10.

Figure 2 is a schematic illustration of a system for remote operation of

hardware according to the present invention, for a native cUent Figure 2 shows a

remote system 20 for a native client 22. Remote system 20 features a remote server

25 24, which is a software module being operated by a servw computer (not shown).

The SCTver con^)uter is connected to native client 22 through a network 26. For this

embodiment of the present invention, both native client 22 and the server computer

are running the same conununication protocol, such as TCP/IP(or other socket

based communication protocol). Native client 22 is a computer which uses the

30 same conmiunication protocol as the server computer. The server computer could
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be a computer being operated according to the Windows NT™ operating system, for

example, or any other suitable operating system. Native client 22 could also be a

computer being operated according to the Windows NT™ operating system, for

example or any other suitable operating system.

5 Remote system 20 also features a hardware driver 28 for operating a

hardware device which is attached to the server computer (not shown). Remote

server computer 24 is able to interact with hardware driver 28 in order to enable the

hardware device to be exported through network 26. Remote server 24 supports

both point to point connections, as shown, and a point to multipoint connection.

10 The point to multipoint connection enables the exported hardware device to be

shared by multiple native clients 22.

Remote server 24 can also provide multicasting streaming services by

caching data from hardware driver 52, and then storing the cached data. Remote

server 24 then serves the cached data upon request by native clients 22. Such

15 streaming of the data enables all of the native clients 22 to get the same information.

In any case, native client 22 is also able to control the operation of the

exported hardware device by directly interacting with hardware driver 28, as though

the hardware device was directiy attached to native client 22. Such interaction

occurs because the hardware device is exported by remote server 24, which

20 provides the support for the direct interaction of native client 22 and the exported

hardware device. Since both the operating system of native client 22 and the

operating system of the computer running remote server 24 share the same

communication model and since an object communication model on the client, such

as DCOM (distributed component object model), exports the hardware interfaces,

25 the interaction of remote SCTver 24 and software applications running on native

client 22 occurs tiirough this object communication model. Thus, no additional

software is required for native client 22 to run in order for native client 22 to control

the hardware device.

DCOM is an object protocol which enables software objects to communicate

30 directiy across a network, as though both objects were being operated by tiie same
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local computer. In other words, each software object is able to call the methods of

the other software object directly over the network. DCOM enables any software

application running on native client 22 to communicate directly with remote server

24 in order to communicate with, and to send instructions to, the hardware device.

5 Of course, DCOM is simply one example of an object conununication model, and is

not meant to be limiting in any way.

Figure 3 shows a proxy remote system' 30 according to the present

invention. In this embodiment, proxy remote system 30 also features a remote

server 32 and a native client 34, similar to Figure 2. Remote server 32 is also a

10 software module being operated by a server computer (not shown). The server

computer is connected to a hardware device (not shown) which is controlled

through a hardware driver 36. The server computer is connected to native client 34

through a network 38. For this embodiment of the present invention, native client

34 and the server computer are not running the same object conmiunication

15 protocol, and could be different platforms.

In ordCT for native client 34 to communicate with remote server 32, a

proxy 40 is provided. Proxy 40 is a software module running on a computer (not

shown) which is connected to network 38. Proxy 40 is able to translate the

communication protocol used by remote server 32 into the protocol which is used

20 by native client 34, If necessary, proxy 40 is able to transform the data from the

format used by remote server 32 to die format used by native client 34, and vice

versa. For example, the Windows CE™ operating system does not support DCOM.

If remote server 32 were being operated according to the Windows CE™ operating

system, proxy 40 would translate the DCOM-based communication from native

25 client 34 into TCP/IP conununication for remote server 32- Proxy 40 could be used

to translate many other types of communication protocols, for example in order to

further promote cross-platform compatibility. Thus, remote server 32 could

communicate with many different types of native clients 34 through proxy 40.

Figure 4 shows a system according to the present invention for enabling

30 interactions of a hardware device with a legacy client. A legacy system 42 is
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shown, again with a remote server 44 connected to a legacy client 46 through a

network 48, Legacy client 46 is a computer which runs a legacy application 50,

which can be software or a driver. Legacy application 50 interacts with a hardware

device controlled through a hardware driver 52 in a transparent manner. Hardware

5 driver 52 is run on the computer which is miming remote server 44 (not shown).

The hardware device is also connected to the same con^)uter (not shown).

In order for legacy application 50 to interact with the hardware device, the

hardware device must appear to be connected direcdy to legacy client 46 as far as

legacy application 50 is concerned. Therefore, all conamands and instructions to,

10 and communication with, the hardware device must appear to occur locally. In

order for such communication to occur locally, legacy client 46 also runs two other

software modules: a client service module 54 and a legacy driver 56. Client service

module 54 interacts with remote serv^ 44 in order to communicate with the

hardware device through hardware driver 52. For the purposes of the present

15 invention, client service module 54 is an example of software operated by a native

client, and can use native client conmiunication protocols to communicate with

remote server 54.

Legacy driver 56 is a software module which also runs on legacy client 46

and emulates the behavior of the hardware device as though the hardware device

20 was installed on legacy client 46. Legacy driver 56 is specially adapted for each

operating system, so that legacy implication 50 can communicate witii legacy driver

56 as though legacy driver 56 was the hardware driver for the remote hardware

device. Legacy drivCT 56 understands how to communicate with legacy application

50 through a hardware profile. The hardware profile is a data profile on legacy

25 client 46 which indicates the protocol to be used when conmiunicating with legacy

application 50 as well as the necessary configuration parameters, so that legacy

driver 56 can expose itself to the operating system of legacy client 46 as die proper

type of hardware device.

Legacy driver 56 then commimicates witii client service module 54, which

30 communicates in turn widi remote servo- 44. Remote server 44 then communicates
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with the hardware device through hardware driver 52. Thus, legacy system 42

enables legacy application 50 to interact with the hardware device as though the

hardware device was installed on the local computer, which is legacy client 46.

Figure 5 shows a second embodiment of legacy system 42, in which remote

5 server 44 communicates with legacy client 46 through a proxy 58. As for Figure 3,

the computer running remote server 44 and legacy client 46 have different

communication and data protocols, and could optionally be different platforms.

Proxy 58 enables legacy client 46 to conmiunicate with remote server 44. The

remaining aspects of the system are similar to that shown in Figure 4.

10 Figure 6 shows a virtual bus system 60 according to the present invention.

Virtual bus system 60 features a remote server 62 being run on a computer (not

shown). Remote server 62 is connected to a legacy client 64 through a client

service module 68. Legacy client 64 is a computer which runs client service

module 68. Legacy client 64 also features a legacy application 66 and a legacy

15 driver 70. Legacy application 66 conununicates with legacy driver 70, while client

service module 68 communicates with remote server 62. However, legacy driver 70

conmiunicates with client service module 68 through a virtual bus driver 72.

Virtual bus driver 72 is a software module which runs on OnNow™ enabled

operating systems, such as Windows NT™ and Windows95™, or an upgraded

20 version of one of these systems such as Windows98™. OnNow™ is a standard for

operating systems for controlling the operation of hardware devices. In particular,

OnNow™ permits notification of virtual bus driver 72 when the hardware device

controlled by hardware driver 74 becomes operational, for example by being

installed on the hardware bus on the remote con^)uter. Through the OnNow™

25 design standard, virtual bus driver 72 enables legacy driver 70 to reflect the

operational status of the remote hardware device. In effect, virtual bus driver 72

simulates a bus to which hardware devices are attached. These hardware devices

are exported by remote server 62 through network 48,

Similarly, remote server 62 conmiunicates with a hardware driver 74 through

30 a remote class module 76. Remote class module 76 is a software module which
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runs on OnNow enabled operating systems, such as Windows NT™ and

Windows95™ or an upgraded version of one of these systems such as

Windows98™ on the same computer as remote server 62. Remote class module 76

provides registration services for hardware drivers 74 to be exported through

5 network 48.

Remote class module 76 and virtual bus driver 72 (through client service

module 68) can conununicate through the Windows™ Driver Model (WDM), for

example. WDM is a bus driver which provides certain services accessible to any

software program being run by a con^uter operated according to one of these

10 operating systems. In particular, WDM enables a driver to receive notification as

soon as a device is connected to a local hardware bus.

Now legacy application 66 can communicate with the remote hardware

device as follows. The remote hardware device becomes activated, for example

after "sleeping". Hardware driver 74 now notifies remote class module 76. Remote

15 class module 76 then notifies remote server 62, which in turn notifies client service

module 68. Client service module 68 notifies virtual bus driver 72 as though virtual

bus driver 72 was an actual hardware bus. Virtual bus driver 72 conununicates with

legacy driver 70 so that legacy driver 70 can reflect the current status of the remote

hardware device. This communication occurs as though the remote hardware

20 device was connected to a local hardware bus on legacy client 64.

Figure 7 shows a management system according to the present invention. A

management system 78 includes a plurality of remote servers 80 connected to

network 48, which could be remote severs from any of the preceding Rgures 2-6.

Similarly, management system 78 includes a plurality of clients 82 connected to

25 networic 48, which could be clients from any of the preceding Figures 2-6.

Management system 78 additionally features a plurality of remote management

modules 84 connected to network 48. Remote management modules 84 provides

device browsing capabilities so that clients 82 can browse network 48 for hardware

devices (not shown) exported by remote servers 80. In addition, remote

30 management modules 84 provides device security management, so an administrator
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could decide which devices an individual user could access, for example.

Management system 78 also features a name server 86. Name server 86

contains the information from all remote servers 80 attached to network 48. For

example, name server 86 contains the information concerning the location of

5 hardware devices on network 48, and the attributes and description of these devices,

(not shown). When a user sends a request for browsing to management system 78,

management system 78 then draws this information from name server 86. Any

remote server 80 which exports hardware devices preferably registers with name

server 86 to indicate the location of the hardware device, and the attributes and

10 description of the hardware device.

As another example of management system 78, management system 78 is

optionally integrated with the standard directory services offered by the operating

system according to the ActiveDirectory™ implementation on certain 32-bit

Windows™ operating systems, such as Windows NT™ and Windows98™. This

15 integration enables management system 78 to permit the user to browse and explore

devices without remote servo: 80 or management module 84, through standard

directory services. The hardware device is published to the ActiveDirectory™

services or other standard directory services, so that every client 82 can browse

through these published device resources.

20

It will be appreciated that the above descriptions are intended only to serve

as examples, and that many other embodiments are possible within the spirit and the

scope of the present invention.
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1. A system for remote operation of a hardware device by a client

computer, comprising:

(a) a server computer for connecting to the hardware device, said server

computer connecting to the client computer through a network;

(b) a driver for conmiunicating with the hardware device, said driver being

operated by said server computer; and

(c) a remote server for communicating with said driver and the client

computer, said remote server being operated by said server computer,

such that the client computer is able to conrniunicate with the hardware

device through said remote server,

2. The system of claim 1, further comprising a plurality of client computers,

wherein said remote server is able to cache data from the hardware device and to

provide said data to each of said plurality of client computers individually, such that

substantially all of said plurality of client computers are able to receive substantially

the same data.

3. The system of claim 1, wherein said server computer and the client

computer are each operated according to a 32-bit version of a Windows™ operating

system.

4. The system of claim 3, wherein said operating system for said server

computer and the client con^)uter is each individually selected from the group

consisting of Windows95™ Windows CE™, Windows NT™ and Windows98™.

5. The system of claim I, wherein one of said server computer and the

client computer is op^ted according to a Java-VM operating system.
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6. The system of claim I, wherein said remote server and the client

con^)Uter are capable of communication according to substantially the same object

communication protocol.

7. The system of claim 6, wherein said object communication protocol is 9

DCOM architecture.

8. The system of claim 1, wherein said remote server and the client

computer communicate according to different communication protocols, the system

further comprising:

(d) a proxy module for translating between said remote server and the client

computer, such that said remote server and the client computer are able

to communicate.

9. The system of claim 8, wherein said proxy module further transforms a

data format for said remote sctvct and the client computer, such that said remote server

and the client computer are able to exchange data.

10. The system of claim 1 , further comprising:

(d) a legacy application for being operated by the client computer, such that

said legacy aqjplication only communicates indirectly with said remote

servar,

(e) a legacy driver for being operated by the client computer and for

interacting directly with said legacy application; and

(f) a client service module for being operated by the client compute and for

communicating with said legacy driver, said client service module

communicating witti said remote server, such that said legacy q)plication

is able to interact with the hardware device through said legacy driver,

said client service module and said remote server.
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11. The system of claim 10, wherein said remote server and said client

service module conmiunicate according to different conununication protocols, the

system further comprising:

(g) a proxy module for translating between said remote server and said client

service module, such that said remote server and said client service

module are able to communicate.

12. The system of claim 11, wherein said proxy module transforms a data

format between said legacy application and said remote server, such that said legacy

application and said remote server are able to exchange data.

13. The system of claim 10, wherein said renaote server and said client

service module conununicate according to substantially the same communication

protocol.

14. The system of claim 1 0, further comprising:

(g) a virtual bus driver, said virtual bus driver enabling said legacy driver

and said client service module to communicate; and

(h) a remote class module, said remote class module registering the hardware

device with said remote server.

15. The system of claim 14, wherein the client conoputer and said server

computer are being operated according to an OnNow enabled operating sj^tem.

16. A system for management of a plurality of remote hardware devices, the

system comprising:

(a) a plurality of server computers, each of said server conq)uters being

connected to at least one of the plurality of remote hardware devices;

(b) a plurality of server modules, each of said plurality of server modules

being nm by one of said server computers;
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(c) a plurality of client computers, each of said client computers interacting

with said server computers through said server modules;

(d) a plurality of management modules for managing an interaction of said

client computers and said server modules; and

(e) a name server for registering information regarding said server modules

and providing said information to said management modules.

17, The system of claim 16, wherein said information includes a location of a

server computer upon receipt of a browsing request.

18, The system of claim 17, wherein said information includes at least one

attribute of said hardware devices.

19, The system of claim 18, wherein said information includes a description

of said hardware devices.
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